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ABSTRACT
Cyanopolyynes (H[C≡C]n-CN or HC2n+1N, where n = 1, 2, 3, …, n) are commonly observed in the interstellar medium
(ISM) as well as in the envelopes of carbon-rich stars. These linear molecular structures can be well described with a
one-dimensional conduction model, which considers the scattering processes of electrons through the charge transfer
conduction bridge of the H[C≡C]n-molecular wire containing the CN group as an electron-acceptor terminal unit.
Therefore, our results using this model enable a better understanding of the longest molecules observed in interstellar
space and provide new insight into why these particular cyanopolyynes reach a maximum length, such as is observed
from astronomical experimental spectral data and cosmological chemical models. Dipole moments and geometrical
parameters of these cyanopolyynes were obtained from ab initio molecular orbital calculations using the restricted Hartree-Fock approach and 6-311G* basis set, in order to obtain the inner resistance as a new parameter of chemical reaction feasibility for this molecular series. Using this last molecular parameter, we have been able to analyze the possibility of identifying long molecular species that can be found under local thermodynamic equilibrium in some ISM such us
HC25H, HC27H, and HC29N, which have not been observed at present.
Keywords: Cyanopolyynes Structures; Dipole Moments; Inner Molecular Resistances; Organic Molecular Wires; ISM
Radial Column Density

1. Introduction
New chemical models applied to the circumstellar envelope surrounding carbon-rich stars or particular interstellar mediums (ISM) are being developed to determine the
presence and abundance of different molecular species
[1-5]. Furthermore, the production of large molecules in
heterogeneous astronomical environments is one of several theoretical astrochemical conjectures used to explain
how complex molecular systems such as fullerenes in the
ISM can originate from long linear molecular compounds
such as cyanopolyynes.
All of the smaller members of the series have been detected in the ISM, particularly in circumstellar envelopes
surrounding carbon-rich stars, corresponding to cold circumstellar shells, and they all have a conjugated, unsaturated carbon chain terminated at one end by an H atom
and at the other by the CN group.
The smaller members of these series are well known at
the laboratory, but under hard experimental conditions
and extreme detection sensitivity, only its well known the
rotational spectra up to HC17N, as the longest members of
the series [6]. However, HC7N to HC11N were first disCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

covered in the ISM by means of theoretical predictions of
their rotational spectra and the subsequent detection of
these spectra by radio telescopes. While HC11N, the largest linear interstellar molecule was the last-discovered
member of these cyanopolyynes series [7,8].
Since 1978, several spectral observations from various
interstellar regions have reported these types of oligomeric structures, particularly polyynic wires involving
the CN group [9,10]. However, cosmological and theoretical conjectures derived from observational considerations have systematically demonstrated the absence of
molecular wires longer than five units.
These molecular structures, from a physicochemical
point of view, can be seen as a special case of molecular
systems characterized by a basic triple bond unit that is
repeated in a linear sequence generating several oligomeric structures, generally between one and five units
as a maximum length with a CN terminal group. Therefore, the molecular structure can be defined by an electron-donor (D) terminal group, an intermediate group
constituted by an unsaturated carbon molecular bridge
(W) and an electron-acceptor (A) terminal group, where
an electronic charge transfer process from D to A
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through the linear molecular structure determines several
particular characteristics of these D-W-A systems.
Whenever this kind of molecular wires has been a
subject of long data research, particularly associated to
the concept of molecular electronic device [11-14], previous studies on polyenic systems in our laboratory were
based on the electronic conduction properties of conjugated oligomeric compounds of the D-W-A type [14-17].
These studies have permitted us to focus our attention on
these interstellar cyanopolyynes.
Therefore, in the present work, we have started a
physicochemical model that allows us to derive electronic conduction properties from the dipole moments, a
classical parameter used in structural molecular spectroscopy studies, in order to understand why long molecular organic wire concentrations are not favored from
a structural point of view. Thus, our molecular results are
coherent to observational evidence based on the radial
column density distribution of cyanopolyynes observed
in the circumstellar envelope of carbon-rich stars such as
the IRC+10216 system [4] analyzed in the present work.
Furthermore, our analysis extended to the ISM under
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) anticipates
eventual observational evidence of very low ranges of
radial column densities of long species such as HC25H,
HC27H, and HC29N, which have not been observed at
present.

2. The One-Dimensional Conduction Model
A few years ago, we developed a one-dimensional conduction model for D-W-A molecular systems [15,17].
Our model consider a scattering process of electrons
through the internal charge transfer conduction bridge
(W) to determine the molecular resistance and the molecular resistivity by means of the linear and non-linear
contributions derived from the dipole moments and the
-molecular orbital bridge length (L) as fundamental
physicochemical parameters.
This one-dimensional conduction model is based on a
novel comprehension of the role of these oligomeric
compounds, where the -conduction channel of the molecular wires can be seen as a one-dimensional charge
migration channel induced by the electron-acceptor
group, assuming a typical scattering process of electrons
as found in a metal wire system [18]. Thus, the inner
conductance of this molecular wire determines the molecular resistance, and the final charge distribution determines the dipole moment. This model can be applied
to any oligomeric molecular system that preserves the
orientation of the dipole moment through the main axis
of the molecular wire [17]. The molecular wire length
and the dipole moment due to the ground-state chargetransfer process induced by the CN group are two funCopyright © 2012 SciRes.
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damental parameters of the ground electronic state of
these cyanopolyynes.
Therefore, the dipole moment of every nth oligomer
can be represented as [17]



 n  o   1  e  L  n 



(1)

where o is the dipole moment of the first compound
of the oligomeric series (HCN) without a bridge unit (n =
0),  is a molecular constant of the oligomeric series
at the limit value for L, L  n  is the molecular wire
length of the nth oligomer ([C≡C]n), and  is the wire
conduction constant of this oligomeric molecular series.
By considering a scattering process of the electronic
flow through the molecular wire length  L  , we obtain
the atomic scale conductance G  2e2 h
f T , R  ,
where e is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant, T
and R are the transmission and reflection probability
factors, respectively, and f T , R  is a function of T
and R given by f T , R   T R , where T + R = 1.
If under this approach [17] we consider an electronic
scattering transmission of the type T  T0 e  L , with T0 =
1, we obtain the molecular resistance  R  1 G  according to:





R  L   12.91  e gL  1  k 



(2)



where h 2e2  12,910  or 12.91 k. However, to
determine the linear molecular resistivity    , this last
equation can be expanded as a Maclaurin series,
1
1
1


R  L   12.91  L  ! 2 L2  ! 3 L3    ! m Lm  (3)
m
2
3



where the first term defines the linear contribution to the
molecular resistance, given by Rl  L   12.91 L   k  ,
and the linear molecular resistivity follows as
  Rl · S L  , where S is the molecular wire cross-section estimated to be 4.5 Å2 [14].

3. Results and Discussion
It is well known fact by experimentalist the inherent difficulties that these cyanopolyynes present in order to
reach dipole moment measurements in vacuum. Additionally, molecular instability or hard experimental conditions have been observed in the laboratory synthesis of
the larger members of the cyanopolyynes. However,
these oligomeric compounds, from a geometrical and
charge distribution perspective, can be well described by
means of density-functional molecular-orbital calculations. Therefore, we used the SPARTAN’06 Quantum
Mechanics Program (PC/x86), which employs the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) approach and the 6-311G*
basis set, to determine the best molecular geometry optimization and the electronic charge distribution as a function of the length of the molecular wire for the oliIJAA
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gomeric series under study.
The molecular wire lengths and dipole moments of the
cyanopolyynes, calculated using this theoretical approach
are shown in Table 1. Figure 1 shows a plot of the dipole moment versus the molecular wire length for the
Table 1. Molecular wire length and dipole moments of the
cyanopolyynes.
Molecular
series

Formula

Molecular
wire length*
(Å)

Dipole
moment*
(debye)

H-C≡N

HCN

0.00

3.215

H-(C≡C)1-C≡N

HC3N

2.570

4.061

H-(C≡C)2-C≡N

HC5N

5.135

4.673

H-(C≡C)3-C≡N

HC7N

7.699

5.117

H-(C≡C)4-C≡N

HC9N

10.26

5.439

H-(C≡C)5-C≡N

HC11N

12.83

5.673

H-(C≡C)6-C≡N

HC13N

15.39

5.843

H-(C≡C)7-C≡N

HC15N

17.96

5.966

H-(C≡C)8-C≡N

HC17N

20.52

6.056

H-(C≡C)9-C≡N

HC19N

23.08

6.120

H-(C≡C)10-C≡N

HC21N

25.65

6.168

H-(C≡C)11-C≡N

HC23N

28.21

6.202

H-(C≡C)12-C≡N

HC25N

30.74

6.226

H-(C≡C)13-C≡N

HC27N

33.34

6.244

H-(C≡C)14-C≡N

HC29N

35.90

6.258

*

*

RHF molecular orbital calculations in the 6.311G basis set.

cyanopolyynes. We can observe a functional dependence
for both parameters according to the behavior expected
in Equation (1). Therefore, the expected functional dependence between n and L has permitted us to make a
best fit for the curve, where the final parameters of Equation (1) are the following:  = 0.125 ± 0.001 (Å−1), with
0 = 3.215 ± 0.006 (Debye),  = 3.077 ± 0.006 (Debye),
and r2 = 0.99996.
First, one can see how the dipole moment changes as a
function of the molecular length. The dipole moments of
the long species converge to 6.292 ± 0.012 Debye. Only
insignificant changes are expected after HC29N. This
phenomenon shows the inherent and limited property of
the CN group to be an electron acceptor group in this
molecular wire. Reflection due to electronic charge transfer becomes more important than transmission in terms
of the wire length. In other words, the CN group is not
strong enough to stabilize a long molecular array.
The molecular wire -conduction constant exhibits a
behavior similar to that of other oligomeric compounds
[17]. Now, based on the -conduction constant derived
from Figure 1, we can determine the electronic resistance as a function of the length of the molecular wire
according to Equation (2). Table 2 depicts the molecular
resistance of these cyanopolyynes under study. Furthermore, if we use the linear component of the molecular
resistance, as can be seen in Equation (3), these cyanopolyynes have a linear resistivity of 72.6  cm, which is
similar to other molecular wires previously reported [17]
(see Table 3).
From our results, we can appreciate how this molecular wire series follows the one-dimensional conduction
model very well. The molecular parameters, such as the
geometry and dipole moments, appear to be quite accurate with the RHF approach and the 6-311G* basis set.
Table 2. Molecular resistances of the cyanopolyynes.

Figure 1. Dipole moments of the cyanopolyynes (H-[C≡C]nCN), n = 0 to 29, in the RHF approach using a 6-311G* basis
set.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Cyanopolyynes

Molecular resistance (k)

HC3N

4.9

HC5N

11.6

HC7N

20.9

HC9N

33.6

HC11N

51.3

HC13N

75.5

HC15N

109.0

HC17N

154.9

HC19N

218.2

HC21N

305.8

HC23N

426.0

HC25N

589.2

HC27N

820.5

HC29N

1134.8
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Table 3. Molecular wires linear resistivities.
 [ cm]

Material
(a)

Interstellar molecular wire
H[C≡C]nCN
Molecular wires

72.6 ± 0.6
(b)

Me2N(CH=CH)nCHO

104  4

Me2N(CC)nCHO

75  2

Me2NHC(C=C)nCHCHO

9.0  0.2

Macroscopic wires(c)
Cu (electrolytic)

1.7

Constantan

49

Hastelloy C

125

Polyacetylene (doped)(d)

100.0

(a)

This work; (b)Morales & González [17]; (c) Lide [19]; (d) Kanatzidis [20].

Therefore, the molecular resistance can be used as a new
criterion for chemical reactions feasibility of these linear
molecular species. This is due to the fact that all species
are synthesized from the same original reactants under
the same conditions of LTE in bulk delimited by
low-temperature dense-cloud regions. Thus, the molecular resistance to the internal charge transfer emerges as
an indicator of the polarity strength of the ground state
during the molecular formation process. Consequently,
every new extension of the molecular wire of the
cyanopolyynes due to -C≡C- unit gradually presents an
additional resistance to the internal charge transfer process and, subsequently, their reaction feasibility necessarily decreases, due to the weak attraction force of the
cyano electron-acceptor group.
Over 50 different molecules, including several oligomeric species, have been detected in IRC+10216 or
CW Leonis, which is a carbon-rich star that is embedded
in a thick dust envelope. This stellar source has been well
studied both observationally and theoretically, and
chemical models have carefully reproduced detailed radial distributions of these cyanopolyynes.
Thus, the report by Millar et al. [4] is an extension of
the new standard model adapted to large molecules in a
carbon-rich environment, including 3851 reactions and
407 gas-phase species. According to these authors the
positive ion-molecule and neutral-neutral chemistry
leading to the production of cyanopolyyne species was
extended from that of the interstellar model so that
cyanopolyynes as complex as HC23N were included. Reactions involving the radical CN and hydrocarbons were
involved in the formation of cyanopolyynes, as they are
in dense clouds, but reactions between the radical C2H
and smaller cyanopolyynes were far more important in
the IRC+10216 envelope chemistry. Therefore, the role
of the CN group in the chemical reactions associated
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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with cyanopolyyne synthesis is determined by the electronic feasibility of the charge transfer between the molecular wire and the electron acceptor group. Thus, we
can expect a relationship between the oligomeric species
density distribution and the molecular resistance to the
internal charge transfer of the molecular wires that determines the final probability of the molecular array density under LTE.
In particular, observed and theoretical radial column
densities for the cyanopolyynes in IRC + 10216 are well
represented by different complex astrophysical models.
Therefore, we have used the best theoretical data determined at present by the Millar et al. model [4], which
include HC3N to HC23N, and we have correlated these
density data to our molecular resistances as can be seen
in Figure 2. A very good logarithmic correlation between both data sets can be observed, given an appropriate basement to our hypothesis respect to the chemical
reaction feasibility in terms of the molecular wire length.
Other significant fact emerges from the broad scale of
cyanopolyyne densities and the molecular wire lengths
observed, where this linear correlation presents a new
practical method for predicting new species at very low
concentrations. Thus, we have extended the observed
trend by means of an extrapolation to the HC25N, HC27N,
and HC29N molecular resistances in order to obtain the
radial column densities expected for these molecules.

Figure 2. Theoretical radial column densities for cyanopolyynes (H-[C≡C]n-CN) in the circumstellar envelope of the
carbon-rich star IRC + 10216 [4] versus molecular resistances calculated in the present work.
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The extrapolated values are 2.8 × 108, 5.07 × 107, and
9.02 × 106 (cm−2), respectively. These expected values
can give new inside to observational registration based
on large exposition time required for low concentrations,
only possible to obtain from Atacama Large Millimeter
Array (ALMA), the new international observatory project.

4. Conclusions
Our results present a new line of analysis respect to long
molecular wires when chemical models are being used in
a complex network of reaction schemes under LTE as
well as in radial column density estimations of ISM. Effectively, our predictions about how the radial column
densities of long molecular wires decline with increasing
molecular resistance introduces a new criterion for radio
searches of long molecules, which is important given the
large amount of integration time that will be necessary
for observing these particular molecular systems.
Our work also shows how the dipole moments of an
oligomeric series increase with chain length up to reach a
certain saturation point, as can be seen in this cyanopolyynes series. Therefore it is not possible to distinguish
between long molecular wires which dipole moments are
similar enough according to the error measurements. In
our case, the HC29N define a natural detection limit of
the present series.
This work motivates studies of other molecular wires
in the ISM that are currently in progress in our laboratory.
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